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Abstract
© Canadian Center of Science and Education. This article is the result of a study of the influence
of English and German on the Russian language during the English learning based on lexical
borrowings in the field of economics. This paper discusses the use and recognition of borrowings
from the  English  and  German  languages  by  Russian  native  speakers.  The  use  of  lexical
borrowings  from English  and  German by  Russian  people  is  examined  across  age  groups,
occupations and knowledge of foreign languages. The main goal of this study is to demonstrate
that  use  and  recognition  of  lexical  borrowings  vary  between age  groups,  occupation  and
knowledge of foreign languages.Analyzing the results we found out that the age of an individual
influences  the  degree  of  recognition  of  borrowings;  people  connected  with  the  field  of
economics by their occupation performed more recognized borrowings; the occupation of the
participants had more effect than knowledge of goal languages. Fully assimilated words were
difficult to identify. The results may benefit English teachers in terms of emphasizing the signs
of distinguishing borrowings to English learners, and contributing to using native words.
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